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Written by Michael Friesen  

Submitted by Gary Heyer: 
 
It was all about riding in the Rain!!!  Mark and myself arrived at 7:30am to a light but 
steady rain, no problem. Mark tested some sections, no problems. Then the heavy rain 
came @9am and stayed around. We changed some sections, but as the day went on it made 
little difference.  
  
We had 15 riders show up to ride, ended up with 14 riders and 1 spectator. We did have a 
lot of whiner, too cold, to wet, no traction… but in the end the all riders attacked the 
conditions and had a great time. (I used that term (great) in the loosest sense of the word) 
Most riders really don’t ride in rainy and muddy conditions like this very often so it was a 
good learning tool as to which gear to choose and how to find grip. I fell more than I ever 
have in a trials, pissed me off at first, but got over it. 
All the riders finished, most coated in mud, but with a smile on their face. Several riders 
ended up in the stream. (Me included) Great workout from pulling the bikes off the muddy 
hillsides and over the logs. I have to say most riders rode really well in the mud and came 
away with tips and tricks the next time they tackle those condition. 
  
Even tho it was overcast, to the shock of Mark and myself were able to catch a glance of 
three Moons, one from Corys 2 year old son marking his territory, one from Gary Hoover 
trying to burn the retinas from my eyes, and one from Greg Hale trying to impress us to no 
avail.  See you at the next meet !!!!! The Prez. 
  
Expert: 
Gary Hoover 
Advanced: 
Mark Barnette 
Gary Heyer 
Tommy Francis 
 
Sportsman: 
Keith Bell 
Rick Schill 
Greg Hales 
Rusty Lacy 
 
Intermediate: 
JD Gilliam 
Kevin Hobbs 
Michael Friesen 
Jim Carey 
Scott Porter 
Joe Rappa 



 

 
 


